easy screen
+++ New Sedus Screen Elements +++

With Sedus easy screen the name says it all. The
screen elements can be easily integrated into any
workstation. Whether on an individual table or a
bench, the easy screen elements can be installed
above or behind the desktop and come in two

different heights respectively. With its rounded
corners and all-round piping in three colours, Sedus
easy screen is a perfect match for every Sedus
desking range.

Flash
Material design. The 26 mmthick screen elements are
made of 3-ply fine chipboard
which is covered with fabric
on both sides.
Piping. The all-round piping is
available in either black, white
or white aluminium.
Colours. The screen elements
can be delivered in all the
colours from the Atlantic,
Nova, Crepe, Fame, Gaja and
Remix collections as well
as the colours from the new
Flash collection (on right).
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Sedus easy screen desk-mounted elements are available in heights of 350
and 408 mm and a large range of widths from 550 to 1950 mm. Thanks to
the specially designed adapters, these screens can be used for numerous
applications to suit your purpose precisely.
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Universal adapter. This
allows the easy screens to
be fitted to all desktops
between 19 and 25 mm in
thickness.

Magnetic rail. Magnetic rail
which is placed on top of the
screen element and can be
used from both sides.

Organisation rail.
On top of the element with
a functional groove on both
sides for mounting
individual accessories.

Magnetic whiteboard. For
writing on directly using
markers and for attaching
notes and cards etc.
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The 650 mm- and 800 mm-tall Sedus easy screen elements to be placed behind
the desk are fixed to the desk via screwed-on adapters. Two different positions
can be selected here (see image on right). easy screen can thus be used as a
screen and modesty panel in one.
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Magnetic pinboard.
In a striking design, can be
used with both magnets and
pins.

